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Introduction  Topological Insulators (TI)

 Metallic surface states protected   Metallic surface states protected   Metallic surface states protected   Metallic surface states protected  
 by characteristics of bulk bands by characteristics of bulk bands by characteristics of bulk bands by characteristics of bulk bands

• Suppression of backscattering
• Robustness against non-magnetic disorder
• Application to spintronics
• Possible templates for Majorana fermion 

Schematic drawing of TI
Known examplesKnown examplesKnown examplesKnown examples
• BiBiBiBixxxxSbSbSbSb1-x1-x1-x1-x, , , , (+Bi ??)(+Bi ??)(+Bi ??)(+Bi ??)
• HgTe, α α α α -Sn-Sn-Sn-Sn
• Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, TlBiSe2

Helical spin polarization
of surface Dirac cone
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Possible TI phase on α-Sn

Band diagrams and parity eigenvalues of group 14 materials around Gamma point. 

Si, GaAs Trivial
Sn, HgTe Non trivial, but without bandgap (not an insulator)

Thin film of Sn ... Non trivial 3D bands with finite bandgap ?Thin film of Sn ... Non trivial 3D bands with finite bandgap ?Thin film of Sn ... Non trivial 3D bands with finite bandgap ?Thin film of Sn ... Non trivial 3D bands with finite bandgap ?



Quantum Size Effect (QSE) and possible gap opening

Continuous kz dispersion Discrete QW states



Topological phase transition due to QSE

Bi2Se3 thin films. Y. Zhang et al., Nat. Phys. 6

In HgTe (the same as α-Sn), 
the band inversion is around 
Γ only.

The topmost QW should beThe topmost QW should beThe topmost QW should beThe topmost QW should be
in the inverted kz area.in the inverted kz area.in the inverted kz area.in the inverted kz area.

J.-W. Luo and A. Zunger, PRL105



In this work...

- αααα-Sn(001) growth on InSb(001) substrate by MBE-Sn(001) growth on InSb(001) substrate by MBE-Sn(001) growth on InSb(001) substrate by MBE-Sn(001) growth on InSb(001) substrate by MBE
(lattice constant...  α-Sn/ 648.92 pm, InSb/ 647.94 pm)

- Surface electronic statesSurface electronic statesSurface electronic statesSurface electronic states ... ARPES

- Spin polairzation of surface statesSpin polairzation of surface statesSpin polairzation of surface statesSpin polairzation of surface states 
... circular dichroism of ARPES and spin-resolved ARPES

- 2D states with very thin thickness  2D states with very thin thickness  2D states with very thin thickness  2D states with very thin thickness  ... ARPES and MBE

Experimental details
- Sample growth checked by LEED, AES, and core-level PES
- ARPES : hν = 16-80 eV, energy resolution : 20 meV
- Spin-resolved ARPES : hν = 19 eV, energy resolution : 120 meV

   All the experiments were done at CASSIOPEE beamline (Synchrotron SOLEIL)
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Bi/Sn(001) films on InSb(001) substrate

Schematic picture of sample growth



α-Sn films on InSb(001) substrate

Sn deposition on
InSb(001) covered
with 1 ML of Bi.

Bi is to reduce an
interdiffusion of In
into Sn layers.
M. G. Betti et al., Surf. Sci. 
507-510, 335 (2002).

[110][110]
[-110][-110]



Bi/Sn(001) films on InSb(001) substrate

Schematic picture of sample growth
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ARPES maps of Bi/Sn(001) films with various thicknesses
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All the experiments were done at room temperature
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ARPES maps of α-Sn(001) films with various thicknesses
along ky (//[-110])

along kx (//[110])

Surface states with Dirac-cone-like linear dispersionSurface states with Dirac-cone-like linear dispersionSurface states with Dirac-cone-like linear dispersionSurface states with Dirac-cone-like linear dispersion
# only the lower cone is visible below EF



Surface band dispersion above the Fermi level

Surface states with Dirac-cone-like linear dispersionSurface states with Dirac-cone-like linear dispersionSurface states with Dirac-cone-like linear dispersionSurface states with Dirac-cone-like linear dispersion

ARPES image taken at 450 K.
EDCs are divided by the Fermi
distribution function convolved
with instrumental resolution.

along [010]

[110][110]

[-110][-110]



Surface band dispersion above the Fermi level

Surface states with Dirac-cone-like linear dispersionSurface states with Dirac-cone-like linear dispersionSurface states with Dirac-cone-like linear dispersionSurface states with Dirac-cone-like linear dispersion

ARPES image taken at 450 K.
EDCs are divided by the Fermi
distribution function convolved
with instrumental resolution.

Almost no distortion from the linear dispersion.

Dirac point : ~20 meV above EF 
Fermi velocity : 7.3 x 105 m/s
    # graphene : 1 x 106 m/s

along [010]
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Circuar dichroism of Dirac-like surface states

Orbital-angular-momentum (OAM) Orbital-angular-momentum (OAM) Orbital-angular-momentum (OAM) Orbital-angular-momentum (OAM) polarization along [110] or [001].
Their signs invert w.r.t. Their signs invert w.r.t. Their signs invert w.r.t. Their signs invert w.r.t. ΓΓΓΓ and lower/upper cone. and lower/upper cone. and lower/upper cone. and lower/upper cone.

(RCP - LCP) ARPES image of the 30 ML film.
hv = 19 eV, ky // [010]along [010]

[-110][-110]

[110][110]



Circuar dichroism of Dirac-like surface states

(RCP - LCP) ARPES image of the 30 ML film.
hv = 19 eV, ky // [010]

[-110][-110]

[110][110]

Orbital-angular-momentum (OAM) Orbital-angular-momentum (OAM) Orbital-angular-momentum (OAM) Orbital-angular-momentum (OAM) polarization along [110] or [001].
Their signs invert w.r.t. Their signs invert w.r.t. Their signs invert w.r.t. Their signs invert w.r.t. ΓΓΓΓ and lower/upper cone. and lower/upper cone. and lower/upper cone. and lower/upper cone.



Spin-resolved ARPES of Dirac-like surface states

Helical spin polarizations of Dirac-like surface statesHelical spin polarizations of Dirac-like surface statesHelical spin polarizations of Dirac-like surface statesHelical spin polarizations of Dirac-like surface states

[110]/[-1-10][110]/[-1-10]

       (in plane)                     (out of plane)       (in plane)                     (out of plane)



Comparison with DFT calculation

Hybridization and spin-polarization transfer from Dirac-like surface Hybridization and spin-polarization transfer from Dirac-like surface Hybridization and spin-polarization transfer from Dirac-like surface Hybridization and spin-polarization transfer from Dirac-like surface 
states to heavy-hole-like QW statesstates to heavy-hole-like QW statesstates to heavy-hole-like QW statesstates to heavy-hole-like QW states



Comparison with DFT calculation

Hybridization and spin-polarization transfer from Dirac-like surface Hybridization and spin-polarization transfer from Dirac-like surface Hybridization and spin-polarization transfer from Dirac-like surface Hybridization and spin-polarization transfer from Dirac-like surface 
states to heavy-hole-like QW statesstates to heavy-hole-like QW statesstates to heavy-hole-like QW statesstates to heavy-hole-like QW states



Parity of 2D states with respect to ARPES measurement plane

Matrix element of photoemission
I ∝  |<f| A・p |i>|2a
|f> : even
A : even ([100])/ odd ([010])

The difference depends on the parity of initial statesThe difference depends on the parity of initial statesThe difference depends on the parity of initial statesThe difference depends on the parity of initial states
with respect to the measurement plane.with respect to the measurement plane.with respect to the measurement plane.with respect to the measurement plane.

Along [010]

Along [100]



Parity of 2D states with respect to ARPES measurement plane

The difference depends on the parity of initial statesThe difference depends on the parity of initial statesThe difference depends on the parity of initial statesThe difference depends on the parity of initial states
with respect to the measurement plane.with respect to the measurement plane.with respect to the measurement plane.with respect to the measurement plane.

Along [010]

Along [100]

EvenEvenEvenEven

OddOddOddOdd

Itinai states from DFT



Possible scenario of a surface-state evolution in α-Sn(001) films

Evolution of surface states on α-Sn(001) observed on this work

increase



Possible scenario of a surface-state evolution in α-Sn(001) films

Quasi-3D TI phase with a spin-polarized metallic Dirac coneQuasi-3D TI phase with a spin-polarized metallic Dirac coneQuasi-3D TI phase with a spin-polarized metallic Dirac coneQuasi-3D TI phase with a spin-polarized metallic Dirac cone

increase

Published: PRL111, 216401 (2013)
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What is happening here ?

increase



Topological Interface State（TIS）



Surface-Interface coupling and Space Inversion Asymmetry (SIA)

W.-Y. Shan, H.-Z. Lu and Sh.-Q. Shen, NJP12, 043048 (2010)

Gap opening on 2D Dirac cones due to a
coupling between surface and interface

Gap tuning by thickness?



Bi/Sn(001)/InSb(001) interface electronic states

• A state shifting downward with 
  thinner film thickness.
• Not metallic at 2 ML (@ RT)

ARPES images with thin Sn filmsARPES images with thin Sn films
on InSb(001). The upper low are on InSb(001). The upper low are 
below 10 K. below 10 K. hhνν = 19 eV = 19 eV



TIS/TSS hybridization ?

Further experiments
is ongoing...

• It can be explained by supposing 
  the feature below 0.25 eV is 
  from surface (solid line) and that 
  above there is from interface 
 (dashed line).
・Spin structure is unknown. 
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TIS/TSS hybridization ?

Further experiments
is ongoing...

• It can be explained by supposing 
  the feature below 0.25 eV is 
  from surface (solid line) and that 
  above there is from interface 
 (dashed line).
・Spin structure is unknown. 



Summary

• Quasi-3D topological insulator, αααα-Sn thin film, is realized:  
  simple Dirac cone SS with helical spin.

• Another 2D feature visible only on the thinnest region:
  possibly a precursor of topological interface states



α-Sn(001)/InSb(001) (from another group)

• Similar SS from another group.
• Much thicker film
• Co-deposition of Te
 (not only doping but also change
  the surface structure)

A. Barfuss A. Barfuss et al.et al., PRL111, 157205 (2013)., PRL111, 157205 (2013).
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Introduction  Topological order (TO) of Bi and BixSb1-x

Parity invariants at each time-reversal
invariant momenta (TRIM)

L. Fu and C. L. Kane, PRB76, 045302 (2007)

Γ      3L      3X      T       ν0

pure Bi     -1      -1-1-1-1        -1      -1      0000

Bi0.9Sb0.1   -1      +1+1+1+1          -1      -1      1111

BiSbBiSbBiSbBiSb

BiBiBiBiSimilar surface-state dispersions
butbutbutbut

Ambiguities for TO of Bi

• How can we determine TO of  How can we determine TO of  How can we determine TO of  How can we determine TO of 
  bulk semimetal?  bulk semimetal?  bulk semimetal?  bulk semimetal?
• Relation between SS and  Relation between SS and  Relation between SS and  Relation between SS and 
  bulk bands in topological   bulk bands in topological   bulk bands in topological   bulk bands in topological 
  semimetal  semimetal  semimetal  semimetal

Surface-state dispersions of BiSb [1] and Bi [2]
[1] H.M. Benia et al., PRB91, 161406 (R) (2015)
[2] C. R. Ast and H. Höchst, PRB 67, 113102 (2003)



In this work...

- Discussion how can we define TO of semimetalsDiscussion how can we define TO of semimetalsDiscussion how can we define TO of semimetalsDiscussion how can we define TO of semimetals

- Revisit the surface-state dispersion on Bi(111)Revisit the surface-state dispersion on Bi(111)Revisit the surface-state dispersion on Bi(111)Revisit the surface-state dispersion on Bi(111)

- Propose a possible non-trivial electronic structure of BiPropose a possible non-trivial electronic structure of BiPropose a possible non-trivial electronic structure of BiPropose a possible non-trivial electronic structure of Bi

     Experimental details
- Sample preparation

Ar sputtering (0.5 keV) + annealing (470 K)
Sharp LEED spots & no contamination detected by AES

- ARPES : hν = 12-35 eV, energy resolution : 7 meV, measured @ 7.5 K

           All the experiments were done at CASSIOPEE beamline 
        (Synchrotron SOLEIL)
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Topological order of semimetals - 1. TO of insulators

Topological InsulatorsTopological InsulatorsTopological InsulatorsTopological Insulators

TI ：odd times of Fermi level crossings by SS between TRIMs
NI ：even tomes of EF crossings between TRIMS

Topological phase transition requires a change on 
bulk electronic structure

Normal InsulatorsNormal InsulatorsNormal InsulatorsNormal Insulators



Topological order of semimetals - 2. topological phase transition

TITITITI NINININIbulk metal bulk metal bulk metal bulk metal 
(zero-gap semiconductor)(zero-gap semiconductor)(zero-gap semiconductor)(zero-gap semiconductor)

TI ：odd times of Fermi level crossings by SS between TRIMs
NI ：even times of EF crossings between TRIMS

Topological phase transition requires a change on 
bulk electronic structure



Topological order of semimetals - 3. non-trivial semimetals

- Topological order does not change- Topological order does not change- Topological order does not change- Topological order does not change
- One cannot count Fermi-level crossings because of overlapping bulk states- One cannot count Fermi-level crossings because of overlapping bulk states- One cannot count Fermi-level crossings because of overlapping bulk states- One cannot count Fermi-level crossings because of overlapping bulk states

How can we know the topological order of semimetals?How can we know the topological order of semimetals?How can we know the topological order of semimetals?How can we know the topological order of semimetals?

TITITITI Normal SEMIMEATALNormal SEMIMEATALNormal SEMIMEATALNormal SEMIMEATALTopological Topological Topological Topological SEMIMETALSEMIMETALSEMIMETALSEMIMETAL



Topological order of semimetals - 2. non-trivial semimetals

- Topological order does not change- Topological order does not change- Topological order does not change- Topological order does not change
- One cannot count Fermi-level crossings because of overlapping bulk states- One cannot count Fermi-level crossings because of overlapping bulk states- One cannot count Fermi-level crossings because of overlapping bulk states- One cannot count Fermi-level crossings because of overlapping bulk states

How can we know the topological order of semimetals?How can we know the topological order of semimetals?How can we know the topological order of semimetals?How can we know the topological order of semimetals?

TITITITI T. SemimetalT. SemimetalT. SemimetalT. SemimetalT. SemimetalT. SemimetalT. SemimetalT. Semimetal
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ARPES images of Bi(111) (a, b) Fermi surface, (c, d) band dispersion. 

• Consistent with
   previous results.

• at M, no crossing 
  between ΣΣΣΣ1111 &  &  &  & ΣΣΣΣ2222

Surface band dispersions of Bi(111)

The exact position of projected bulk bands is not clearThe exact position of projected bulk bands is not clearThe exact position of projected bulk bands is not clearThe exact position of projected bulk bands is not clear

Surface/bulk BZSurface/bulk BZ
of Bi(111)of Bi(111)
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ARPES images of Bi(111) (a, b) Fermi surface, (c, d) band dispersion. 

Surface band dispersions of Bi(111)

The exact posotion of projected bulk bands is not clearThe exact posotion of projected bulk bands is not clearThe exact posotion of projected bulk bands is not clearThe exact posotion of projected bulk bands is not clear

• Consistent with
   previous results.

• at M, no crossing 
  between ΣΣΣΣ1111 &  &  &  & ΣΣΣΣ2222

Surface/bulk BZSurface/bulk BZ
of Bi(111)of Bi(111)



ARPES map along the blue arrow in surface Brillouin zone (c)

Surface and bulk bands around M

alog ΓＭ... no SS below EF.
Broad ARPES intensity comes from projected bulk valence bands
(C. R. Ast and H. HC. R. Ast and H. HC. R. Ast and H. HC. R. Ast and H. Hööööchst, PRB 70, 245122 (2004))chst, PRB 70, 245122 (2004))chst, PRB 70, 245122 (2004))chst, PRB 70, 245122 (2004))

SBZSBZ



ARPES map along the blue arrow in (c). Dashed lines are
projected bulk bands, fitted to the edge of ARPES intensity.

2nd derivative ARPES image
with projected bulk bands

Surface branches connect to...Surface branches connect to...Surface branches connect to...Surface branches connect to...

ΣΣΣΣ1111 : bulk valence bands (BVB) : bulk valence bands (BVB) : bulk valence bands (BVB) : bulk valence bands (BVB)
ΣΣΣΣ2 2 2 2 : bulk conduction bands (BCB): bulk conduction bands (BCB): bulk conduction bands (BCB): bulk conduction bands (BCB)

Surface and bulk bands around M

ΣΣΣΣ1111    

ΣΣΣΣ2222    

SBZSBZ



Topological order of Bi

ARPES results
on Bi(111)

TrivialTrivialTrivialTrivialNon trivialNon trivialNon trivialNon trivial

Surface/bulk BZ of Bi(111)Surface/bulk BZ of Bi(111)



Topological order of Bi

ARPES results on Bi(111)

Non-trivial surface bands!Non-trivial surface bands!Non-trivial surface bands!Non-trivial surface bands!

Non trivialNon trivialNon trivialNon trivial

(similar scale for the guides to the eye)(similar scale for the guides to the eye)
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Non-trivial bulk bands of pure Bi

A modification of the tight-bindig parameter
from the widely accepted one 
Yi Liu and E. Allen, PRB52, 1566 (1995)

(a) Band evolution at LLLL based on tight-binding (TB) models. 
(b) Valence band dispersion with trivial (lines) and non-trivial (circles) band parities.

Surface/bulk BZ of Bi(111)Surface/bulk BZ of Bi(111)

Deviation from theory ... WHY?Deviation from theory ... WHY?



Another surface of pure Bi: Sb(110) and Bi(110)Another surface of pure Bi: Sb(110) and Bi(110)Another surface of pure Bi: Sb(110) and Bi(110)Another surface of pure Bi: Sb(110) and Bi(110)

DFT

ARPES

at X2, projected bulk bandgap closesat X2, projected bulk bandgap closes
... impossible to determine TO from ARPES data... impossible to determine TO from ARPES data

M. Bianchi M. Bianchi et al.et al., PRB85, 155431 (2012), PRB85, 155431 (2012)



Another surface of pure Bi: Sb(110) and Bi(110)Another surface of pure Bi: Sb(110) and Bi(110)Another surface of pure Bi: Sb(110) and Bi(110)Another surface of pure Bi: Sb(110) and Bi(110)

S. Agergaard S. Agergaard et al.et al., NJP3, 15 (2001), NJP3, 15 (2001)

at X2, projected bulk bandgap closesat X2, projected bulk bandgap closes
... impossible to determine TO from ARPES data... impossible to determine TO from ARPES data



Summary 

- Non-trivial topological order of Bi is shown from
  surface-state dispersion + exact bulk band position

- Possible modification to widely-accepted tight
  binding model



Thank you for your attention !!


